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Abstract. We analyse three clusters of galaxies, Abell 901
(z = 0.17), Abell 1437 (z = 0.13) and Abell 3570 (z =
0.037). They have low to intermediate X-ray fluxes and
an irregular morphology in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey
(RASS). These clusters are chosen to test the abilities
and limitations of the RASS in terms of cluster fluxes
and cluster morphologies. Therefore some “worst” cases
are used here. X-ray observations with the ROSAT/HRI
and optical spectroscopic observations are carried out. The
ROSAT/HRI observations, which have a much better spatial resolution than the RASS, reveal in two of the three
cases a significantly different morphology than seen in the
RASS. The reasons are point sources which could not be
resolved in the RASS and were therefore confused with
the cluster emission. For A3570 we could confirm the relaxed state of the cluster by the optical determination of
a small velocity dispersion. In the cluster with the lowest
flux (Abell 901) the countrate measurement is strongly
affected by point sources, in the two other cases the countrate measurements of the RASS are reliable, i.e. they are
reproduced by the ROSAT/HRI measurement. We conclude that for clusters with a flux of a few times 10 −12
erg/cm2 /s or smaller, which show at the same time a nonrelaxed morphology, the flux measurement of the RASS
can be seriously affected by fore- or background sources.
We point out that an all-sky survey of a second ABRIXAS
mission would provide a much clearer source distinction
for low-flux clusters and thus a much improved countrate
determination.
Key words: galaxies: clusters: individual: Abell 901, Abell
1437, Abell 3570 — intergalactic medium — cosmology:
observations — X-rays: galaxies

?
Partly based on observations collected at the European
Southern Observatory.

1. Introduction

Clusters of galaxies are excellent probes for cosmological
theories. Different cosmological models predict vastly different properties for the clusters as a function of redshift.
Therefore relations of cluster properties, their distributions and evolution can be used to constrain cosmological parameters. Selection according to X-ray luminosity is
a good way to find the highest mass concentrations because of a relatively well defined correlation between the
X-ray luminosity and the total cluster mass (Reiprich &
Böhringer 1999; Schindler 1999). A second advantage of
high luminosity clusters is, of course, that they require
shorter exposure times than their fainter counterparts to
get the same numbers of photons. Therefore many X-ray
studies have concentrated so far on luminous clusters.
But also low-luminosity clusters are interesting for different reasons. For example, low-luminosity clusters are
the links between massive clusters and groups of galaxies.
Groups differ in various properties from clusters. Their
LX − T relation is steeper than the one for clusters (compare Ponman et al. 1996 with Arnaud & Evrard 1999),
their gas mass fraction is smaller (compare Pildis et al.
1995 and Ettori & Fabian 1999 or Mohr et al. 1999) and
their silicon abundance is lower (Fukazawa et al. 1998). To
investigate the physics causing these differences it is important to understand how these properties change with
mass or X-ray luminosity.
Low-luminosity clusters are also needed to determine
the slope of various relations well. With a long leverage
the slope of a relation can be determined more accurately,
therefore the luminosities should preferably span several
orders of magnitude. For other studies, e.g. the determination of the correlation function or distribution of properties, large samples of clusters are desirable to get the
most accurate results. Therefore, when large numbers are
required also faint clusters must be taken into account.
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Table 1. X-ray and optical observations of the three clusters
cluster
A901
A1437
A3570

ROSAT/HRI
exposure time
date
12680 s
15/05/97 - 01/06/97
16210 s
30/06/97 - 02/07/97
18860 s
04/02/98 - 05/02/98

ESO 3.6 m/MEFOS
exposure time
date
9000 s
15/05/96
5400 s
15/05/96

Nearby low-luminosity clusters sometimes provide
problems. Not only is the countrate determination
more sensitive to the background subtraction, but also
contamination by other fore- and background sources
can become critical, in particular when the cluster shows
asymmetries and substructure. The degree of source
confusion affecting morphological studies and countrate
determinations depends on the sensitivity and the resolution of the detector. Already the factor of 5 between
the point spread function (PSF) of the ROSAT/PSPC
and the ROSAT/HRI can make a big difference, in particular for low-flux clusters (compare the ROSAT/PSPC
observation of Cl0939+4713 (Schindler & Wambsganss
1996) and the corresponding ROSAT/HRI observation
(Schindler et al. 1998). In the RASS (Voges et al. 1996)
the spatial resolution is even more critical because the
source is not always in the centre of the field-of-view,
where the detector has the best spatial resolution, like in
most pointed observations. But the source is observed at
different off-axis angles as the detector scans the sky. The
radius including 50% of the photons increases by about a
factor of 13 when moving from the centre to the border
of the ROSAT/PSPC. As the final image of a source
is composed of many PSFs the final 50% radius in the
RASS is about 8000 , i.e. about six times larger than the
on-axis PSPC resolution (depending also on the energy).

sions. Throughout this paper we use H0 = 50 km s−1 /Mpc
and q0 = 0.5.

Clusters which have low fluxes because they are far
away, are also very interesting, in particular for cosmological applications. But their extent in the sky is much
smaller than for nearby clusters and thus they are less affected by source confusion. Therefore, we concentrate this
investigation on nearby clusters with low to intermediate
luminosity.

For two of the clusters – A901 and A3570 – optical spectra could be taken. In A901 redshifts of three galaxies
could be well determined. These three galaxies are at similar redshifts (see Table 2). We derive a cluster redshift of
zA901 = 0.17. Unfortunately, the number of galaxies is not
sufficient to estimate the velocity distribution.
In A3570 we found 17 cluster member galaxies (see
Table 2) in addition to the three galaxies known previously (Postman & Lauer 1995). From these 20 galaxies
we derive a cluster redshift zA3570 = 0.0375 (very similar
to the redshift 0.0372 by Abell et al. 1989). The velocity
distribution is shown in Fig. 1. The velocity dispersion
based on these 20 galaxies σ = 460 km s−1 is relatively
small. Such a small velocity dispersion is a first hint for
a virialised state of the cluster. If merging of subclusters
would take place and not all of the mergers would happen
perpendicular to the line-of-sight a broad velocity distribution would be expected. Assuming virial equilibrium we
estimate the cluster mass from the velocity dispersion and
the estimate of the virial radius by Girardi et al. (1998)
to Mopt (A3570) = 2.7 1014 M .

Three clusters – A901, A1437 and A3570 – were selected for a detailed look with the high resolution of the
ROSAT/HRI and for optical observations. Each of the
clusters shows irregular structure in the RASS. This investigation does of course not show representative RASS
clusters, but it is a “worst-case” study. For RASS clusters
with high flux and/or regular shape countrate determination and morphological analyses are straightforward and
reliable.
The paper is organised as follows. After a description
of the observations (Sect. 2) we present the analysis of the
optical data in Sect. 3 and the analysis of the X-ray data
in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 gives our summary and conclu-

2. Observations
Three clusters were selected which have low to intermediate X-ray luminosity and show at the same time a very
irregular structure in the RASS: A901, A1437, and A3570
(the RASS images will be published by Böhringer et al.).
For this analysis X-ray and optical observations were conducted. The X-ray observations were carried out with the
ROSAT/HRI (Trümper 1983) and analysed with EXSAS.
The optical observations consist of spectra taken with
MEFOS (Felenbok et al. 1997) at the ESO 3.6 m telescope. The analysis of the spectra was carried out with
Figaro. The spectra determine the distance of the cluster
in the case of A901 and for A3570 a velocity distribution.
Details of the optical and X-ray observations are listed in
Table 1.

3. Optical analysis
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Table 2. Redshifts and positions of galaxies in the clusters A901
and A3570
cluster
A901

A3570

α(J2000)
09 54 57.5
09 55 38.2
09 56 53.2
13 45 17.2
13 45 46.0
13 45 49.7
13 46 09.9
13 46 18.5
13 46 54.0
13 47 04.1
13 47 08.9
13 47 11.7
13 47 23.9
13 47 27.3
13 47 45.8
13 47 51.0
13 47 57.5
13 48 07.2
13 48 38.2
13 49 12.0

δ(J2000)
−10 11 50
−10 10 19
−10 10 14
−38 10 21
−37 56 45
−37 37 18
−38 00 01
−38 20 18
−37 51 48
−38 03 57
−37 55 23
−38 07 33
−37 51 00
−37 57 54
−37 50 41
−38 00 52
−37 56 29
−38 16 47
−37 43 41
−37 55 54

redshift
0.171
0.169
0.164
0.0372
0.0406
0.0365
0.0364
0.0405
0.0376
0.0348
0.0366
0.0379
0.0390
0.0390
0.0376
0.0383
0.0373
0.0346
0.0355
0.0370

Fig. 1. Velocity distribution of 20 galaxies in A3570

4. X-ray analysis
4.1. Abell 901
A ROSAT/HRI image of a 210 region around A901 shows
several sources (Fig. 2). A901 turns out to have a very
compact structure contrary to the previous conclusion
from the RASS. Ebeling et al. (1996) list A901 as a double cluster. Their so-called “brighter subcluster” turns out
to be a number of point-like sources, while the true cluster emission is what they call the “fainter subcluster”. In
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Fig. 2a six X-ray point sources with a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 3 are indicated. For three of them optical
counterparts can be found on ROE/NRL COSMOS finding charts (see Fig. 2b and Table 4). Unfortunately, for
none of these counterparts optical spectra could be taken
because the optical observations were carried out before
the X-ray observations. At the position of A902 (20 West
of F) no X-ray emission can be detected.
The optical centre of A901 determined by Abell et al.
(1989) is located between the X-ray position of A901 and
source A. To test the extent of the X-ray emission of A
we derive an X-ray profile (see Fig. 4a). The profile is
compared with the on-axis PSF of the ROSAT/HRI. The
profile of A is only slightly more extended than the onaxis PSF, which is expected for a point source 60 away
from the pointing position. Therefore, we conclude that
most likely the X-ray emission from A is point-like and
therefore not (sub-)cluster emission, but probably emission from an active nucleus in the centre of a galaxy. The
most likely candidate for this AGN is a galaxy of 16.6 m
in B (see Table 4). This galaxy is located at a distance of
500 from the cluster emission – a distance smaller than the
pointing accuracy of ROSAT.
The only cluster emission is coming from the region
indicated by “A901” in Fig. 2a (α2000 = 09h 55m 57.0s ,
δ2000 = −09◦580 5900 ). This emission is shown magnified
in Fig. 3 on a scale of 1.40 . The emission is very compact,
but not point-like, as can be clearly seen from the comparison of the cluster profile and PSF (see Fig. 4a). A β-model
fit to the cluster profile (Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1976;
Jones & Forman 1984) reveals an extremely small core
radius of 0.10 ± 0.030 or 22 ± 5 kpc (see also Table 5)
reflecting the compactness of the emission.
The X-ray emission of A901 can be traced out to a
radius of almost 20 , corresponding to 430 kpc. Within
this radius a countrate of 0.059 ± 0.002 cts/s is found.
If the emission of A901 and the 6 point sources is summed
up, the total countrate is at least a factor 1.8 larger than
the cluster countrate, i.e. the cluster countrate would be
largely overestimated if the point sources were not resolved. For the flux and luminosity shown in Table 5 only
the cluster emission of A901 was used.
Estimating a temperature of 4 keV from LX − T relations (Allen & Fabian 1998; Markevitch 1998; Arnaud &
Evrard 1999) and assuming hydrostatic equilibrium we
estimate the total mass at the outer radius Mtot (r <
T
430 kpc) ≈ 9 1013 4 keV
M . The gas mass is Mgas (r <
13
430 kpc) = 1.2 10 M , i.e. the gas mass fraction is about
13%.
Obviously, A901 with a flux of fX (0.1 − 2.4 keV) =
3.0 10−12 erg/s/cm2 is falsely in the RASS X-ray brightest
Abell cluster sample of Ebeling et al. (1996) as this sample
has a flux limit of 5 10−12 erg/s/cm2. Ebeling et al. list a
flux of 5.2 10−12 erg/s/cm2 for the “brighter subcluster”,
which is in reality not cluster emission. For the “fainter
subcluster”, which is the true A901 emission, they list
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a

b

E
A
A901
C

Fig. 2. Region around A901. a) X-ray image taken with the ROSAT/HRI. Apart from the extended emission of A901 six pointlike sources (A-F) are visible (see also Table 4). b) Optical image from the Digitized Sky Survey of the same size as a). The
X-ray sources A, C and F could be identified with optical counterparts (see Table 4)

LX −LB relation for early-type galaxies found by Eskridge
et al. (1995) and Irwin & Sarazin (1998). A group of galaxies can also be excluded, not only because the X-ray luminosity is too high, but also from the gas mass fraction.
The gas mass fraction of 13% is typical for a normal cluster
(Ettori & Fabian 1999; Schindler 1999), and would be too
high for a group of galaxies (e.g. Pildis et al. 1995). An estimate of the central cooling time yields about tcool ≈ 109
years. Therefore it is possible, that the compact X-ray
emission is caused by a cooling flow.

4.2. Abell 1437

Fig. 3. ROSAT/HRI image of A901 smoothed with a Gaussian
of σ = 400 . This image is a zoom of the dashed square in Fig. 2a.
The cluster has a very regular and compact structure

correctly 3.0 10−12 erg/s/cm2, but this value is far below
their flux limit.
The compact (but not point-like) nature of the X-ray
emission (rc = 22 kpc) could be interpreted as emission
from a galaxy or from a group of galaxies. But a comparison of X-ray luminosity and blue luminosity of the central galaxy (16m in B) shows that A901 lies far above the

The cluster A1437 at a redshift z = 0.1339 (Struble &
Rood 1987) is the most X-ray luminous cluster of this
sample. The cluster centre in X-rays (see Table 5) does
not coincide with the optical position: Abell et al. (1989)
determined a position 450 in the SE of the X-ray maximum. The emission of the cluster is strongly elongated in
SW-NE direction (see Fig. 5). This elongation can be seen
as well in the RASS. The RASS distinguishes also easily
the point source in the NE, for which an optical counterpart can be found on APM finding charts (see Table 4).
Although the cluster shape is not exactly elliptical, we fit
ellipses to the isophotes (Bender & Moellenhof 1987) to
estimate the elongation. The position angle varies around
55◦ (N over E). The minimum axis ratio of 0.38 is reached
at 0.01 cts/s/arcmin2. At this level the centre of the ellipse is shifted 3500 to the west and 3600 to the south with
respect to the position of the X-ray maximum.
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A901
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A1437

Fig. 4. Radial profiles of two clusters. Left: A901. The filled circles show the cluster profile with the corresponding fit (full line).
The crosses show the profile of the source A. For comparison the on-axis PSF of the ROSAT/HRI normalised to the central
bin is shown (dashed line). As the source A is not exactly in the centre of the pointing but 60 away, the profile is expected to
be slightly more extended than the dashed line as seen here. Therefore A is probably a point source. Right: A1437. Due to the
asymmetry of the cluster, fit curves for different 90◦ sectors are derived, sector 10◦ − 100◦ (dash-dotted line) (N over E), sector
100◦ − 190◦ (dotted line), sector 190◦ − 280◦ (long-dashed line), sector 280◦ − 370◦ (long dash-dotted line). For clarity only the
data points of the profile averaged over all sectors are shown. The corresponding fit curves are the full line for a fit of all data
points and the short-dashed line for a fit excluding the two innermost data points. To make these different inner radii visible in
the figure, the curves start at the radius that was used as the inner radius for the fit

Fig. 5. ROSAT/HRI image of A1437 smoothed with a Gaussian
of σ = 2400 . The point source in the NE is probably not connected with the cluster

The fit parameters of the surface brightness profile
are not well constrained (see Table 5) because of the
non-spherical morphology of the cluster. Therefore, radial
profiles of the cluster emission are determined in four different sectors using as centre the X-ray maximum listed
in Table 3 and subsequently fitted with β models (see
Fig. 4b). The two central bins show some excess emission.
This excess cannot come from a cooling flow because the
central cooling time is about 2 1010 years. It is probably
a small contamination by an AGN. Because of this excess
we try to fit the overall profile with and without these
two bins. The results are listed in Table 3. In both – the
fit parameters and the fit curves – it is obvious, that the
cluster is very asymmetric.
Such asymmetries can arise during a merger of subclusters. From combined N-body and hydrodynamic simulations it is known that such elongated morphologies
are common shortly after the collision of two subclusters,
when the intra-cluster gas is squeezed out perpendicular
to the collision axis (Schindler & Müller 1993).
The X-ray emission can be traced out to about 90 .
After excluding the point source in the NE a countrate of
0.25 ± 0.01 cts/s is found. This corresponds to a flux of
fX (0.1 − 2.4 keV) = (1.04 ± 0.03) 10−11 erg/s/cm2. For
A1437, which is the most luminous cluster of this sample,
the flux determination from the RASS (fX (0.1−2.4 keV) =
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Table 3. Fit parameters of the profile of A1437
region
all
all
NE
NE
SE
SE
SW
SW
NW
NW

sector
(N over E)
0◦ − 360◦
0◦ − 360◦
10◦ − 100◦
10◦ − 100◦
100◦ − 190◦
100◦ − 190◦
190◦ − 280◦
190◦ − 280◦
280◦ − 370◦
280◦ − 370◦

inner radius
(arcmin [kpc])
0
0.5 [90]
0
0.5 [90]
0
0.5 [90]
0
0.5 [90]
0
0.5 [90]

S0
(10−2 counts/arcmin2 /s)
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.5
2.4
1.4
1.4
1.1
1.1

1.02 10−11 erg/s/cm2 (Ebeling et al. 1996) and fX (0.1 −
2.4 keV) = 1.00 10−11 erg/s/cm2 (Ebeling et al. 1998),
respectively is reliable. Also the morphological determination from the RASS is good: the point source in the NE
can be distinguished easily and the elongated shape of the
cluster is visible in the RASS as well.

4.3. Abell 3570
The cluster A3570 is the nearest cluster of this sample (z = 0.037). The X-ray emission is faint and the
extent is of the same order as the field-of-view of the
ROSAT/HRI. With small smoothing the cluster X-ray
emission is hardly visible, because the region is dominated
by discrete sources (see Fig. 6a and Table 4). One of the
sources (D) is not point-like but has a small extent. This
source can be identified with the galaxy ESO 325 - G016
– a cluster galaxy at redshift of z = 0.03795 (Postman &
Lauer 1995).
To make the cluster emission visible we remove all
point sources, which have a signal-to-noise ratio of at
least 3 above the surrounding cluster emission, by fitting a
warped surface to the pixels surrounding the point source
region and apply a much coarser smoothing (see Fig. 6b).
The cluster emission is extended and regular. There is
no significant sign of subclustering or merging, i.e. the
complex structure seen in the RASS disappears on resolving the discrete sources. Therefore, A3570 is very likely a
relaxed cluster. Fitting the profile for this cluster is not
possible because the profile is so shallow.
Because of the large extent of the cluster the image
had to be vignetting corrected for the countrate determination (Snowdon 1998). The countrate determination
is difficult, because the cluster emission fills probably the
whole field-of-view of the HRI. We estimate the countrate
to be 1.0+0.4
−0.7 cts/s by counting all the photons within
r = 150 (corresponding to 250 kpc), excluding the discrete
sources and using a standard ROSAT/HRI background.
Out to this radius we can clearly trace the X-ray emission, but probably the cluster extends further beyond the

rc
(arcmin [kpc])
2.8 [520]
3.7 [700]
2.5 [470]
3.7 [700]
0.7 [140]
0.3 [ 50]
∞
∞
2.7 [500]
2.8 [530]

β
0.63
0.80
0.57
0.77
0.35
0.32
∞
∞
0.75
0.79

field-of-view. Therefore, we estimate the upper limit of the
countrate by adding the photons found beyond this radius
north and east of the cluster and assume the same number in the south and west, which is not covered by the
detector. The lower limit is obtained by using the background at the border of the field-of-view, which is a very
conservative estimate. For flux and luminosity see Table 5.
The discrete sources change the cluster morphology
drastically by feigning substructure in the RASS image.
But they do not contribute significantly to the countrate.
We estimate the countrate of the discrete sources by fitting a warped surface to the pixels surrounding the point
source region and subtract these fitted counts from the
original counts. The discrete sources together have a very
small count rate of about 0.01 cts/s, which is negligible
compared to the cluster emission.
For the X-ray luminosity LX (0.1 − 2.4 keV)
44
= (3.2+1.1
erg/s the velocity dispersion
−2.3 ) × 10
σ = 460 km s−1 is relatively low. While a temperature of 4 keV is consistent with the LX − T relations,
the σ − T relations predict only 2 keV (White et al.
1997; Mushotzky & Scharf 1997; Wu et al. 1999). The
small velocity dispersion confirms the conclusion from
the ROSAT/HRI observation, that A3570 is a regular,
non-merger cluster.
5. Conclusions
We analysed three clusters of galaxies with low to intermediate X-ray luminosities which show an irregular appearance in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey. As the confusion with
fore- and background sources is increasingly critical with
decreasing flux and increasing substructure of the cluster,
we test the limitations of the RASS. With only three clusters, of course, this cannot be a statistical study, but it is
meant to be a “worst-case” study. We would like to stress
that for higher fluxes source confusion is less important
and that for clusters with these fluxes the RASS results
are very reliable.
The results of the follow-up observations – X-ray
observations with the ROSAT/HRI and optical
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Table 4. Positions and identification of non-cluster X-ray sources in the pointings
pointing
A901

A1437
A3570

source
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
A
B
C
D
E

α(J2000)
09 56 28.2
09 56 35.4
09 56 30.6
09 56 18.1
09 56 22.3
09 56 35.6
12 00 55.7
13 47 12.5
13 47 40.7
13 47 25.6
13 46 23.3
13 47 15.5

δ(J2000)
−09 57 15
−10 04 53
−10 00 12
−09 53 57
−09 55 07
−10 10 08
03 26 58
−37 57 15
−37 50 38
−38 03 30
−37 58 21
−37 45 06

HRI count rate
0.039
0.006
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.007
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.002

identification
galaxy 17m (blue)
star 14m (blue)
star 15m (blue) or galaxy 17m (blue)
galaxy 16m (red)
ESO 325 - G016
-

Table 5. Summary of the properties of the three clusters. For the flux and luminosity calculation hydrogen column densities
from Dickey & Lockman (1990, see last line) were used and temperatures were estimated from LX − T relations (Allen & Fabian
+3
1998; Markevitch 1998; Arnaud & Evrard 1999): T = 4+2
−1 keV for A901 and A3570, T = 6−2 keV for A1437
cluster
position (J2000)
HRI countrate
luminosity (0.1 − 2.4 keV)
flux (0.1 − 2.4 keV)
luminosity (bolometric)
S0
β
rc
rc
redshift
velocity dispersion
nH

α
δ
[cts/s]
[1044 erg/s]
[10−12 erg/cm2 /s]
[1044 erg/s]
[cts/s/arcmin2 ]
[arcmin]
[kpc]
km s−1
[1021 cm−2 ]

spectroscopic observations – are summarized in Table 5.
The ROSAT/HRI observations, which have a much
better spatial resolution than the RASS, revealed in two
of the three cases a different morphology than seen in
the RASS. The reasons are point sources which could
not be resolved in RASS and were therefore confused
with the cluster emission. In one of the three clusters the
countrate measurement is affected by the point sources,
in the two other cases the countrate measurements of the
RASS are reliable. The results for the three clusters are
the following:
– Abell 901: With a flux of fX (0.1 − 2.4 keV) = 3.0 ±
0.1 10−12 erg/cm2 /s this cluster is the faintest one in
the sample. Both the measurement of the countrate
and the determination of the morphology provide difficulties in the RASS. Several discrete sources cannot be
distinguished from the cluster emission in the RASS.
With the RASS information only it was concluded that
this cluster consists of two subclumps (Ebeling et al.
1996), while the true cluster X-ray emission is very
compact (rc = 22 kpc). The countrate would be over-

A901
09 55 57.0
−09 58 59
0.059 ± 0.002
3.6 ± 0.1
3.0 ± 0.1
6.5+1.3
−0.6
0.27
0.50 ± 0.03
0.10 ± 0.03
22 ± 5
0.17
0.51

A1437
12 00 25.7
+03 20 50
0.25 ± 0.01
8.5 ± 0.3
10.4 ± 0.3
19+5
−3
0.012
0.80+0.75
−0.25
3.8+2.5
−1.4
710+470
−260
0.13
0.19

A3570
13 47 16.1
−37 56 28
1.0+0.4
−0.7
3.2+1.1
−2.3
5.2+1.8
−3.8
5.7+3.8
−4.3
0.037
460
0.44

estimated by at least 80% if the discrete sources cannot
be separated from the cluster;
– Abell 1437: This cluster has the highest flux of all
the clusters in the sample fX (0.1 − 2.4 keV) = 1.04 ±
0.03 10−11 erg/cm2 /s. With such a high flux the RASS
results are very reliable. There is no problem with
the countrate or morphology determination. The point
source in the NE of the cluster can easily be distinguished in the RASS;
– Abell 3570: This cluster has several point sources superposed on the cluster emission. Although the countrate determination is not affected by these sources
(their countrate is only 1% of the cluster countrate)
the true morphology is very regular in contrast to the
impression from the RASS. Optical measurements of
the cluster galaxies give a very small velocity dispersion confirming the picture of a relaxed cluster.
We conclude that for clusters with fluxes less than a few
times 10−12 erg/cm2 /s, which have at the same time
an irregular morphology, the confusion with fore- and
background sources can be a problem in the RASS. So
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a

b

Fig. 6. ROSAT/HRI image of A3570. a) In an image smoothed with a Gaussian of σ = 600 distinct sources dominate over the
faint cluster emission. The sources A, B, C, and E are point-like while D has a small extent. These sources are listed in Table 4.
b) After subtraction of the five point sources a strongly smoothed image (σ = 3600 ) shows the cluster emission. The scale is the
same as in a). At the upper and lower right corner the edge of the field-of-view is visible

morphological analyses of RASS clusters tend to overestimate the fraction of clusters with substructure.
A new X-ray all-sky survey with a potential second
ABRIXAS (Friedrich et al. 1996) mission would have several advantages to push this source confusion limit down.
– The spatial resolution of ABRIXAS is about 2.5 times
better than the resolution of the RASS, which makes
it easier to distinguish between point and extended
sources;
– The energy range of ABRIXAS (0.5 − 12 keV) is
much better suited for clusters than the ROSAT range
(0.1 − 2.4 keV). Although both surveys have about the
same sensitivity at 1 keV, ABRIXAS with its harder
energy range would detect 3 − 5 times more photons
from a standard cluster;
– The spectral resolution of ABRIXAS is better than
that of the ROSAT/PSPC. Together with the wider
energy range of ABRIXAS this provides an improved
possibility to separate hard cluster emission from soft
foreground sources.
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